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Reliable Mid Power
DC/DC Converters
It is not only the design engineer that wins by using RECOM products,
but also the buyer as procurement begins and ends with just one single
module. No more specifying and sourcing of multiple components.
Unexpected problems such as component tolerances, testing failures and EMC issues coming from descrete designs
can lead to horrendous delays and re-design costs. The planned launch of a product can quickly be delayed by months.
Tested and certified DC/DC modules not only save on development time but also reduce the risk of time-to-market
delays and simplify the final certification process.
The REC series use industry-standard case sizes and pinouts, but offer higher isolation than the competition of up to
3kVDC. These features make them versatile solutions for a variety of industrial applications. They have power limited
outputs instead of hiccup protection, which allows them to be used with high capacitive loads, high start-up current
applications and in battery chargers. They are also suitable for supplying the bus power for long cables as fault-finding
is simplified without hiccup protection.

Main features:

Applications:

140% overload capability for reliable start-up

Industrial automation

2:1 & 4:1 input voltage range

Higher power industrial and medical

Single & dual outputs

Ideal for large capacitive loads

Isolation up to 3kVDC

Ideal for high startup currents

Efficiency up to 90%
Operating temperature range from -40°C up to +75°C
Fast start-up time
UL/IEC/EN60950-1
UL/IEC/EN60601-1 3rd Ed. certified (REC10/M and
REC20/M)
3-year warranty

REC10, REC20 & REC30: Versatile DC/DC converters
The REC10, REC20 and REC30 power supplies are available in a variety of industry-standard package types (DIP24, 2” x 1” and 2” x 1.6”). They feature wide input
ranges (2:1 and 4:1), efficiency up to 90.5% and up to 3kVDC isolation. The converters are six-sided shielded and have fixed switching frequencies, making EMC
compliance easier. These features make them versatile solutions for many industrial automation applications.

Main features:
Single and dual regulated outputs
10, 20 and 30W DC/DC converters in DIP24, 2” x 1” and 2” x 1.6” packages
6-Side Shielding
External ON/OFF control
4:1 input version (Z-series)
Isolation 1.6kVDC, 2kVDC or 3kVDC
UL/EN60950 certified
Efficiency up to 90.5%
Capacitive loads up to 10,000µF

REC10/M & REC15/M: DC/DC converters for medical applications
The REC10/M and REC15/M offer input voltage ranges of 2:1 or 4:1, high efficiencies
through synchronous rectification and 2kVDC or 3kVDC isolation. Up to 150% overload can be supplied for short periods for high start-up current loads or to securely
blow output fuses. The converters are EN/UL60950 and EN60601 certified.

Main features:
10 and 15W DC/DC converters in 2” x 1” package
Isolation up to 3kVDC
UL/EN60950-1, EN60601-1 3rd Ed. certified
External ON/OFF control
UVLO
Full SMD internal design
Efficiency up to 86%
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